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In terms of the research of Ding Ling’s literature works, there are quite a lot of 
achievements in China and foreign countries. However, up to now there are few 
special studies on her literary language, while a study on Ding Ling’s language of 
mother images is still a blank. This selective topic is an absolutely new one. 
The dissertation discusses the unique feature and multiple values of mother 
images in Ding Ling’s works from the bottom of the literary language. To reason this 
question, the multi dimensions of literary language must be discussed.  
Research of the literary language will only show its value when it is combined 
with the works. While studying the literary language, people must understand that the 
literary is different from the theoretical language, daily language. It must be processed 
artistically, be characterized with representationalism and aesthetic feeling and follow 
the language rules. Literary language can only be fully and accurately understood 
through studying from various aspects. Literary language is indispensable factor, tool 
while shaping the form of literary works. There are profound meanings under the 
language and language itself also contains unneglectable independent value. 
The dissertation mainly discusses the unique of the mother images by Ding Ling 
from the literary perspective: well-rounded mother gallery, different styles and 
features of the mother image though various literary languages, special fascinations of 
Ding Ling’s mother languages. The dissertation also point out the multiple values of 
mother images in her works: of historic, of social, of artistic, of aesthetic and of 
principal.  
The main above-mentioned opinions of the dissertation have not been fully and 
systematically discussed in the circles. Even if some of them are discussed, the 
opinions and perspectives are not similar.    
The dissertation mainly adopts various methods of combination of literary and 
linguistic, as well as narrative, psychics, style, gender, etc., and integrally study 
mother images in Ding Ling’s works so as to provide Ding Ling literary language 
studies with multiple views and new factors. 
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① 《现代中国女作家》，北京：北新书局，1931 年 8 月。 
② 作者《丁玲生活与文学的道路》一书的结语，吉林：吉林人民出版社，1982 年 9 月，此节选自《丁玲
作品评论集》，北京：中国文联出版公司，1984 年 10 月出版。 























































































                                                        
① 《丁玲创作独特性面面观》，湖南：湖南文艺出版社，1986 年，第 375-376 页。 
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